ARTICLE: PSS1524G065
Polyester satin textile selfadhesive

DESCRIPTION: Optical white, opaque pré-coated, high density polyester satin. Suitable for dye inks.

PHYSICAL CARACTERISTICS:
- **Warp:** 90 yarn/ cm
- **Weft:** 34 yarn/ cm
- **Total weight:** 267 g/m²
- **Total thickness:** 155 micron

ADHESIVE: G1104 Permanent hotmelt adhesive high tack.

Properties: Adhesive strength can be increased by application of heat. Not plasticizer resistant.

Liner:
- **Weight:** 65 g/m² (+/-5%)
- **Caliper:** 55 micron (+/-5%)

AVAILABILITY: Jumborolls: 1450, Tape: 1420, Sheets: 1400

COLOURS: Optical white

PRINTING: Waterbased high speed inkjet.

APPLICATIONS AND USERS: Carpet and matrass labels.

RECOMMENDED STORAGE CONDITIONS: 18-23°C, 50-55% RH, avoid UV exposure, avoid close exposure to heatsources, keep from freezing. Do not stack higher than 50 cm.

APPLICATION CONDITIONS: Not suitable for non-polar surfaces. Apply on dry, clean surfaces

REMARKS: It is advised to do preliminary printing trials, to evaluate the water resistance and to test the compatibility with pigment based inks. For optimal lasting quality prints made with dye based inks, frequent and/or long lasting exposure to high humidity levels (e.g. above 75% RH) should be avoided if possible.

SHELF LIFE: 1 year in original packaging

This datasheet contains proprietary information of emax holding. Any reproduction, distribution or sales in any form of the content is prohibited. All statements, technical information and recommendations are based upon tests believed to be reliable but do not constitute a warranty. Emax products are warranted to the original purchaser to be free from defects in material or workmanship for a period of one year from date of shipment. Emax specifically disclaims and excludes all other such warranties, in no event shall emax be liable to purchaser or any other party for indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive damages.